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Brief Minutes of the ADAPT-Greater Manchester Committee Meeting held on Wednesday
16th January 1985 at County Hall, Piccadilly Gardens, Manchester.

Present:

Apologies:

Pat Entwistle

Adrian Hardy
John Taylor
Eileen Price

Derek Henshaw

Annette Taylor
John Haselum

Jenny Anketell
Ken Campbell

Peter Absolom

Dorothy Whitaker

Dorothy Birch
Malcolm Fisher

Clifford Leach

Frank Greaves

Joan Shawcross

Chris Darlington

TUCC (in the Chair)
Wigan Access Committee
Nat. Add. Unit on Comm. Transport
GM Disabled Motorist
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Mutiple Sclerosis Soc, Stockport
Easy Go Travel, Stockport
Community Transport, Manchester
Community Transport, Manchester

Wythenshawe Mobile
G.M.C.V.S.

Stockport Disability Group
Central Manchester GMTAC

Rochdale Disability & Access Group
Metro Mobile

Oldhafn Disability Action Group
Wigan Access Committee

The Chairman opened the meeting by wishing everyone a Happy New Yearand hoping
that ADAPT-Greater Manchester work would achieve as much in 1985 as it had in 1984.

Minutes of the last meeting

a) 8a) should read her pleasure.

b) Thanks to Eileen for recording the minutes should have
been noted. The minutes were then accepted as a
correct record.

Matters arising from the Minutes not on Agenda

a) Ref 2b - Copies of certain of the ADAPT Press Releases
were in the file eg. Wigan.& Tameside papers. Pat had
had various enquiries as a result of the Press Release
and Denton Reporter had offered to do an article on
the work of ADAPT.

b) Ref 8c - Dorothy had written to Councillor Hickman
thanking him for his invitation to be involved in the
Disability Day of Public Transport Week and had also
asked when his Committee was proposing to meet
representatives of ADAPT as outlined in the minutes

< of the Transportation Co-ordination Sub Committee
on 27th November 1984 - Adrian Hardy offered to
'prompt' a reply to this letter.
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John Taylor had written to thank the Passenger
Transport Executives who had participated on 27th
November. *

Treasurers Report
Current Balance stands at £326* 34p including the £200
received from the Regional Spastics Society for expences-• ^ -~
for Volunteers undertaking the Local Rail Guide Survey.
ADAPT has had a letter of refusal from Piccadilly Communitv
Trust.

•

Derek had visited the National Advisory Unit to consult the
Directory of Grant-making Trustsand had identified three
that might be suitable for ADAPT to approach. Eileen Price
agreed to send individual letters to these Trusts.

Pat Entwistle said he would apply to the Rag Committee for
future funding for ADAPT. ^

Jenny Anketell said she had a list of more Local Trusts that
might be applicable for ADAPT although she was concerned
that ADAPT should bespecific about for what and why it
needed funds'.

The two fundraising letters - one compiled by Sharon !
Hughes and one by Eileen Price and Pat Entwistle - !
were then considered. It was agreed the former
should be used as the basis for applications to
National and Regional Trusts and the letter should be
circulated to local Groups and Associations of disabled !
people. Both contain reasons why ADAPT needs funds
- see attached examples.

Peter Absolom thought it would be worth approaching | ,-v
the Banks for funds particularly Trustee Savings Bank
and the National Westminster Bank.

Brief Report from Ken Campbell

a) GMC are seriously considering funding an experimental
Dial-a-Ride Service and support for some form ofCommunity
Transport Co-ordination. Final decisions on this will be
made at the February Cycle of Transport Committee meetings.

b) Eric Spinksa planner -at GMC, was concerned about the
crossings at the end of platforms in existing bus stations
beinga hazard for visually impaired people. Ken had
arranged for Malcolm Fisher & Dorothy Birch to visit

$ •,,„ him and discuss alternative solutions.

*
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c) A meeting had been arranged for those people interested
in completing the Rail Survey of accessible facilities
in Greater Manchester for February 6th - now changed to
Friday 15th February at 2.30pm,The St. Thomas Centre,
Ardwick Green North, Manchester. Sample questionnaires
and maps would be available at the meeting.

5 Brief Reports from:

a) *GMTAG - nothing relevant to report.

b) GMTCC - The Committee had met with GMC Councillors before
Christmas when it had been mentioned that Councillors Fender

and Hickman hoped to meet ADAPT in the New Year,

c) GMTAC - Community Transport had done a presentation at their
^ last meeting.

It was agreed to write to Chris Lewis about the procedure for
replacing Marie Jones as the disabled persons representative on
the GMTAC - North.

i

6 Newsletter

It was agreed to use the content for the first newsletter as supplied by
Sharon with an up-date on LRT and the response to the Buses White
Paper.

The format would be 4 sides of A4 paper - the inside 2 column style
with headlines,and the backsheet a list of the current ADAPT
membership. It would be a quarterly Newsletter and a slip would
be inserted in the first edition for those people requiring future and
further copies.

u GM Coalition letter re University Course

The GM Coalition of Disabled People had written to ADAPT to seek
their support for a letter they intended sending to the University of
Manchester Extra Mural Dept - see attached copy - about a Proposed
Course "Is There Life after Physical Disability." It was agreed ADAPT
would endorse the letter.

Any Other Business

a) Adrian had rung Phil Sully for a copy of the report he had
prepared on the meeting held on November 22nd between ADAPT
and GMC. Initially Mr Sully had agreed to send a copy and then
demurred saying it was an internal matter. ADAPT knows the
content of the Report and has a copy of the relevant Committee
Minutes when it was reported Councillor Hickman would be asked
again about a meeting with ADAPT.
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John Taylor suggested ADAPT could consider petitioning against
the LRT Bill in Parliment on the grounds that it was not yet*
guaranteed as an accessible system. If so the petition would have
to be in by February 6th at the latest. Also LRT is definitely
being planned for West Midlands and Docklands in London, and
ADAPT should consider sharing their experiences with other
disabled people in those areas. Pat agreed to draft the letters.

b) Pat had been asked to chair a workshop on LRT at the DISTECH
. Conference on Transport and Mobility to be arranged by the

Spastics Society in Manchester on March 25th and 26th. Pat would
be pleased to have any ideas from other areas on how LRT can
affect positively and negatively the lives of disabled people.
John said he had a letter from Calgary about LRT Pat might
find interesting and Dorothy offered to let Pat have the name of
the representative from the Light Rapid Transit group on GMTCC.

c) Pat had alsoagreed to represent ADAPT at a Meeting in Bolton
about the Rail Station Alterations.

d) Adrian Hardy reported that a small group of people from Wigan
Access Group had recently used the Charterplan Coach and
felt that the Tail lift was inadequate and the indoor seating too
segregated. The Access Group would write to GMT outlining
their comments.

e) John Haselum reported that Stockport Disability Group would
be holding an Open Day and Holidays for Disabled people at
Stockport Cripples Help Society HQ in Daw Bank, Stockport on
Saturday February 16th, 10am - 3pm. Vehicles suitable for holiday
parties for disabled people would be on display.

f) Dorothy reported that Ann Stansfield of Pagets Disease had
resigned from ADAPT due to ill-health; Dorothy had sent her
ADAPT's good wishes.

g) There would be a meeting about a new personal mobility scheme
for disabled people, AID-(Assisted Independence for Disabled)-
at the St Thomas Centre on Thursday January 24th, 2.00 pm -
4.00 pm.

Date, time next meeting
Monday February 25 - 7.30 pm - at the St Thomas Centre, Ardwick
Green North, Manchester.
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AIDIAIPIT GREATER
*•• t).,-.i-i••..,.„„ i,.n„»„i IVlAr>lV.ntb I tK please icply to

I enclose n newsletter listing the activities conducted by ADAPT-Greater Manchester during the
Inst year. As you will see, our involvement in promoting better facilities in terms of transport
for mobility impaired people urediverse and cover the whole County. We are a voluntary organisation
of disublcd people who strongly feel the need for a consumer voice which is personally aware of the
problems fneed by mobility impared people when they travel daily on any type of public transport. We
have publicised our views in various ways by distributing fact sheets and our aims and objectives to
viirious, voluntary and disabled organisations within Greater Manchester County. We have also
organised a conference and members of AUAPT-Greater Manchester have attended various transport

vJ conferences throughout the year because it is important that we are kept up to date with current
trends within the transport field and within the Community Transport field.

\ll these activities require finance for us to b^e able to continue the campaign and Iam writing
to ask your financial support so that the necessary work of ADAPT-Greater Manchester can be
continued. The need for a co-ordinated voice on the issue of accessible transoprt for mobility
impaired people has never been as great as it is today when such wide ranging proposals as LRT
threaten to limit the mobility of disabled people throughout the County. Although we oppose
the Council on LRT we have developed a good and useful dialogue between Greater Manchester
PRE and ourselves. This enables us to pass on our thoughts, ideas and needs to the official
channels and it would be a pity of this dialogue could not continue because ADAPT had to disband
because of the lack of finance. We are writing to your organisation in the hope that you will
make a small contribution which will enable ADAPT to continue its work. I do hope that you will
consider this letter very seriously and I look forward to receiving your reply.

Yours faithfully
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SOCIAL WORKERS

Winterand Spring 1985
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